STOLEN VESSEL

2002 28’ Conquest Boss Cat
& Zieman trailer

- Hull: White w/red ribbon, stripe w/red checkers & blue stripe
- Upholstery: White w/red & blue stripe
- Carpet: Gray
- Open bow
- 2001 Keith Eickert 675 EL
- Engine Sr #: K675WPS
- Blower drive service (BDS) Supercharged
- IMCO stand off box, IMCO shortleg outdrive, IMCO polished external hydraulic steering
- 2002 triple axle Zieman trailer
- Trans VIN#: 1ZCB2S342L001358
- Trailer License #: no plate on trailer

HIN #: JSXB1004B202 REG #: AZ 2149 D

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Conquest Boats
648 Nth Lake Havasu Avenue; Lake Havasu City, AZ 86403
DATE OF INCIDENT: August 13, 2002
POLICE AGENCY: Lake Havasu Police Department (928) 855-1171
POLICE RPT #: 02-5230

$10,000.00 $10,000.00

A reward is being offered by concerned parties for information leading to the safe return and recovery of the above vessel in an undamaged condition. Assured, relatives of assured, and employees of entity offering reward, are ineligible for reward for recovery. With any information, call collect and immediately notify your local law enforcement agency.
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